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T

C H A P T E R  1

he freighter drifted across the screen in front of Jessie

Tabris, the space around it littered with debris where the

pirates and scavengers had picked her over and left her to wallow.

Once the main pests had taken their fill of a freighter, the smaller

crews moved in. The owner wanted the ship back in whatever condi‐
tion it was in—which was fair enough, since it was cheaper to patch

up a ship than buy a new one. Though in Riel’s case it was probably

more about making a point.

No one stole from Riel Industries.

Jessie checked the data, concluding there were probably three

small ships hiding in the debris field or the open gut of the ship.

They’d have to go in hot. He tapped his comms. “Suit up, arm up, and

line up to vac out. Expect a friendly welcome.”

The scavengers would probably fire a few shots, but they usually

fled when they realized there was a full crew of Dead Suns bearing

down on them.

A quarter of a standard hour later Jessie and his crew were out of

their ship and streaking toward the stranded freighter. Small propul‐
sion units in their exo suits enabled them to steer, the computer

plotted courses that avoided drifting debris. For those few seconds he
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was a one person ship spinning through the vac and armed like he

was ready to take over a planet. He grinned. The feeling never got old.

His suit and weapons made him the apex predator in the never-

ending night.

No Dead Sun was allowed out in the vac without a full kit and

training. They had a reputation to maintain and a tradition to uphold.

They were the mercenaries who got shit done when no one else

would. Retaking vessels was just one of the many services they

provided.

Chunks of metal streaked past Jessie. He spotted one scavenger

ship and signaled to the other five members of his team. He took a

photo as record. If Riel wanted to waste time and credits on hunting

scavs, he could, but they were too small for Jessie to worry about. A

mere nuisance, like some of the insects that lived on planets.

The small ship fired up its engines and spun.

“Scav 1 has seen us.” He was about two heartbeats from the side of

the freighter. He activated the magnet in his glove and hit the side

with a clunk—which was better than bouncing off and heading into

space, like a newbie training for a vac mission.

He pulled his EE cannon off his chest and fired a shot over the

nose of Scav 1 as a deterrent. The magnet kept him in place and the

shot hit a piece of debris, disintegrating it. If the scavs got frisky, his

ship would turn them into space scrap.

The rest of his crew slid inside the belly of the ship. He didn’t wait

to see if Scav 1 would return fire before following. He wasn’t getting

paid a bounty for captured scavs. Dead Suns didn’t do that kind of job

even though some other mercenaries were willing to do the dirty

work for the right price. In his mind, there was no right price for

hunting other humans.

“Pirates picked it clean.” Emry Dan’s torch tracked through the

cavernous cargo hold. Whatever had been in here…there was nothing

left.

The crew had had time to send a distress signal and name the

attacking ship. Then it was all over. The pirates were good, Jessie

would give them that. Efficient. If he hadn’t fallen in with the Dead
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Suns, he might’ve ended up crewing on a pirate ship. He’d gotten

lucky and he knew it.

Had the crew of the Fennec? He hoped they’d still be on board and

alive. Most freighter crews practiced a pirate drill where they hid and

waited out the theft.

“Patch into the comms, Dan.” Jessie propelled himself to the other

side of the bay. They needed to get the internal door open and see if

they could fly this thing to the meeting point. If not they’d be towing

dead weight, barely breaking sub light 1.

Riel’s private security would only step in and secure the ship once

the scavs were gone. They wouldn’t risk getting shot up to retrieve the

ship. Cowards. What was the point of private security if they were too

coddled to do any securing?

Jessie tried the buttons of the door, but it was locked. There’d be

other, deeper bulkheads to stop all the air bleeding out into the void—

safety protocols to protect the ship and crew—so he sent a magnetic

pulse through the keypad.

The door opened.

Light cut through the cargo bay as the waiting scavengers opened

fire. The vac seemed to sizzle, which was impossible, but one only had

to catch an EE blast once to be stuck with the sizzle and smell of

cooking skin—he had the scar to prove it. Jessie pressed himself to the

wall and tossed a mag grenade through the door. One…two…three…

He didn’t hear the clunk as they all stuck together. But he imagined he

could.

His heart beat double time, but he forced calm into his voice.

“Report.”

The five members of his team all replied that they were fine.

“Where are the comms, Dan?”

“I got distracted by the pretty lights slicing toward me,” Dan said

with less respect and more sarcasm than anyone else got away with.

They’d worked together for fifty years. Dan had been his comms since

Jessie had gotten his own team.

Jessie grinned. He stuck his head around the door. The three scavs

were stuck together, their exo suits magnetized and their comms
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inoperable. Their weapons were still aimed outward, making them a

tangle of nasty—if the weapons still worked.

The scavs suits were cheap and scarred. Their weapons looked like

third gen EE guns. Not the worst, but a long way from the best.

“Tabby, scav ship 2 is fleeing,” the pilot said to Jessie.

“Located the third yet?” There were usually three. More than that

and they fight with each other, and less than that gave them too few

guns. Not that they always helped each other out.

“Negative,” the pilot replied.

“Shit.” If they were fleeing, the magnetized ones would be

desperate to return to their ship.

He pushed into the doorway and pointed at the black and yellow

insignia on his chest. That was usually enough to quell resistance.

Usually. He saw it in the scav’s eyes behind their clear vizor and

was moving before the scav’s finger pressed the trigger.

Light streaked through the doorway and brushed Jessie’s calf. His

suit heated, and his flesh burned beneath. He swore, spun, and

returned fire. One shot through the facemask of the dumb one. He

wouldn’t be shooting anything else again. The knot of scavs tumbled

together and smacked into a wall.

Jessie’s calf throbbed. Not just from the burn, but from the

nanobots now swarming through his blood to start the healing. He

didn’t have time for this drakh.

“I’m in, and your direct and open line to all aboard is available in

three,” Dan said.

There was a soft click in his ear, and Jessie had the comms for the

freighter.

“This is Commander Jessie Tabris of the Dead Suns. The ship is

now under my control. Scavengers, you have ten standard minutes to

leave.” He glanced at the tangle of two humans and a corpse. “If you

need assistance, it will be provided.”

Pia Longden landed on the opposite side of the door, all long limbs

even in the exo suit. Between the two of them they demagnetized the

scavs and shoved them across the cargo bay.

“You hit, Tabby?” Pia said on a private channel.
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By the time they got back to the ship, his suit would look worse

than his leg, but she wouldn’t care about his leg. “Suit’s holding.

Shall we?”

Taking point, he led Pia and Dan into the ship while the other

three finished clearing out the scavs and secured the cargo bay as best

they could. Pia could fly just about anything, so she was back up pilot

if things ever went wrong and his second in command. If she couldn’t

get this shell moving, it was dead.

“You have no right to take the freighter.” An unknown, and angry,

voice came through the comms.

“Scav 1 is engaging us,” the pilot on Jessie’s ship said. “Taking

evasive action.”

“Copy, cripple them if you get the chance. We’ll bring them in.”

Fuck it. If the scavs wouldn’t play smart, they’d have to play dirty. The

Dead Suns had rep to maintain, and if they let scavs fire at them, they

might get bolder. Word would get around and put the other teams at

risk.

Their rep was as good as their armor, and Jessie wouldn’t be the

one to fuck that up. He didn’t want to busted down or worse, kicked

out for behavior unbecoming of a Dead Sun. The Dead Suns didn’t

fire first, but they finished the fight.

A shudder rolled through the freighter as his ship got into a dog

fight with scav 1, and the percussive weapon hit the debris and the

freighter.

Pia shook her head. “I thought you said this’ll be an easy job.”

“You’d be bored,” Jessie said. Every so often they got a job where

they turned up and the work was virtually done for them. All they had

to was collect the DICs. Such contracts were few and far between, and

like most of the other mercs, they appreciated a job without complica‐
tions…but also got a little twitchy if things were too simple.

They made their way up to the bridge. It was instantly clear the

freighter wouldn’t be able to fly under her own power. Several control

stations were burned and three dead crew were folded over their

consoles, their belts holding them in place despite the lack of gravity.

Blood droplets drifted through the bridge.
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“Fuck, blood and electronics don’t mix.” Pia yanked a body out of

the way and sat in the vacated seat. She went through a few proce‐
dures, probably systems check or start up. He could fly a ship if he had

to and if no one was expecting him to do much more than point and

steer—and even that was hit and miss—but his job was to get the team

in and out and coordinate the mission.

Jessie let Pia do her thing and checked in with the rest of his team.

“Cargo bay clear?”

“Yep. Almost secure,” Hawker replied.

“Scav 1 is junk. Scav 3 has shown her ass and is fleeing,” the pilot

said.

“Fire a shot over 3 to move it along.”

“Already done.”

A blob of disturbed blood drifted toward Jessie, and he dodged to

the side. The pirates had disabled the ship, killed the crew, and stolen

the cargo. The scavs had been taking metal and piping and wiring.

There was always a market for spare parts, and they were just trying

to earn a living. It was the pirates he hated, the ones who made the kill

and left the corpse for the scavs. “Are we going to get gravity?”

“There should be a crew of eight,” Dan said.

“If they aren’t debris, they’ll be wishing they were. Pirates will sell

them like cargo at the next port with unregistered trade,” Pia said

without taking her eyes off the screen.

There might be someone still hiding in the ship who could give a

verbal report to Riel. “This is Jessie Tabris of the Dead Suns. Any crew

on board should make their way to the bridge. We’re taking you to

safety.”

Dan snorted at Jessie on a private channel. “Ever the optimist.”

Hawker broke in. “Cargo bay secure and sealed, but I wouldn’t put

air in here.”

Jessie checked his inner wrist. Four standard hours of air left.

They’d all be the same. That should be long enough.

No one replied on the ship’s comms. They were alone. He didn’t

believe in any deity, but he hoped someone would take pity on the

crew if they had been captured.
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“Ready to admit defeat and get a tow?” Jessie’s pilot asked.

“Shorty?” he asked Pia on a private line since everyone didn’t need

to hear how fucked the ship was. She hated the nickname, and she

wasn’t short.

She held her fist up, and he waited for the inevitable ‘fuck you’.

One finger flicked up as expected.

Jessie batted her hand down. This would be faster if she had both

hands on the console.

“Tabby?” his pilot asked.

Pia answered, “Rerouting power to the one auxiliary engine that

shows no leak.”

Jessie might not believe in gods, but he believed in luck. He closed

his eyes, hoping that he wouldn’t end up a smear in the footnote of a

report on a job gone wrong because of an undetected leak tearing the

ship apart. He had no family to send his effects to. The ship groaned

as its engine wound up.

“We have power but no steering.” Pia raised an open hand and

Jessie tapped it.

“Nice work, Pia.”

“Pleasure as always, Commander. Pilot, how does the aux look?”

There was only the slightest waver in her voice.

Jessie held his breath. If the engine overheated, there’d be no time

for them to get off the freighter, but his ship could get clear.

“Looking good. Preparing tow lines to guide you to the

rendezvous.”

He breathed easy for the first time since boarding the freighter.

“Lines secured. We’ll match your pace. Sit back and enjoy the ride.”

“Copy.” Some gravity would be nice, but it would stress the little

power they had. He pushed over to a wall, magnetized the back of his

suit, and clicked his EE cannon to his chest. “Shorty, you have the

bridge. Wake me if you need anything.” With that he closed his eyes to

catch a little sleep.
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NYSSA LEOFRIC MADE her way through the eddy of people on Sand‐
ford Riel’s heavy cruiser. Even by royal standards it was rather

impressive, considering heavy cruisers didn’t usually have ballrooms.

A current of color swept around her. Dresses, hair, make up and

jewels. Everyone was looking their nanobot enhanced best—herself

included. Nothing overdramatic, she wanted to be recognized and

envied, not laughed at behind poisoned smiles. The few who morphed

their faces into a caricature of beauty were verbally dissected for

entertainment.

A noble man who’d caught her eye paused to take a glass of liquor

from a passing waiter. Nyssa accepted a glass from the opposite side

of the tray and smiled at him. She wasn’t here to catch up on the latest

gossip—she could do that from her bed on the cybbie. She wanted

some fun.

Her parents rarely left their planet-side compound, which meant

she rarely did. Her sister Elsie had gotten out of attending Riel’s

tedious party. His parties were always dull affairs designed to show

off his wealth and encourage business deals. They were boring

wrapped up in a pretty ribbon, but it was still a chance to get off

Sendat.

The man returned her smile. “I don’t believe we’ve met.”

“I’d remember if we had.” She offered her hand and a coy smile as

if she didn’t know who he was. “Nyssa.”

“Simon.” He kissed the back of her hand and she stepped closer.

She ran her tongue over her lip, reeling him in. Just because the

party was about as exciting as watching mold grow didn’t mean she

couldn’t make her own fun. “Do you find these terribly dull?”

“You need to keep better company,” he advised, but he was smiling

as though he was happy to play her game.

Business deals weren’t the only things happening at these parties.

Leaving the Leofric compound meant she could hunt for some new

entertainment. Hopefully there was an unlocked stateroom or staff

amenity where should could find out exactly what kind of company

Simon would be. Otherwise they’d have to wait until the ship docked
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at Riel’s space station, and that rather took the fun out it—the

sneaking around was half her pleasure.

She extended her elbow to him. “Are you offering?”

He took the bait. Getting a man on her arm was laughably easy.

Oh, she was sure he knew her name, and the DICs attached to it. But

she had no intention of marrying any of these prettied up, glossed up

upstarts. Their families might rich, but they thought everyone was for

sale.

She was not.

When she eventually married—and she figured she had a good

hundred years before she even needed to think about that—it would

be because she’d finally found someone who didn’t bore her to tears.

Some of her dates had managed to make her yawn while fucking.

They were duller than dust and equally as useless.

Simon would be no different. She almost couldn’t be bothered

with the game of seduction; even her own game was tiresome tonight.

Scratch that. She couldn’t be bothered. “I must go and say hello to

Florence.” She extricated her arm. Simon would still be around if she

changed her mind.

“There you are. I’ve been looking for you.” Nyssa’s mother clasped

her hand. “I need to speak with you.”

Nyssa tried to pull away. “I’ve been here, doing what you asked,

chatting and being seen. It’s not like I’ve been hiding.” That would be

later. She cast her gaze back at Simon, but he was no help. He’d already

replaced her with the primped-up matron of the Rothesay family. She

must be three hundred, and her nanobots were working overtime

tonight. She seemed to have a glow about her. Who did she buy from?

While the Leofric nanobots were medicinal, some other variations

were purely cosmetic and some were weaponized. The bodyguards

would have some interesting bots, but they never left their posts and

were no fun at all.

She’d tried to seduce one for a change of pace but had been told

very rudely that a few minutes with her wasn’t worth the breach in his

contract. They cared about money and nothing else. Her parents
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wouldn’t let her have one. She’d had to plead for a trainer. At least

using the gym and learning to fight gave her something, and someone,

to do beyond learning how to run the business.

She sighed and glanced at her mother. Could she not have even a

few hours on her own? To pretend that her life belonged to her and

not the family?

“What do you want, Mother?” She drained her glass, thrust it at a

passing waiter, and lifted the hem of her red dress. It clung to her like

liquid. It wasn’t, but the illusion was very clever and showed of every

toned muscle in her body. Her mother hated the amount of time

Nyssa spend in the gym; she’d hate even more the amount of time

Nyssa spent with her instructor not in the gym.

“It’s a private matter.” Her mother pushed through the ballroom

door, past the discrete bulkheads, and into the corridor, until they

reached a private office. The desk was the size of a bed, and several

uncomfortable looking sofas lurked against the walls. Her father

perched on the edge of the desk looking fifty years older than he had

when they’d arrived by shuttle at tonight’s function.

“Papa, are you all right?” She strode over and grasped his hand.

He held her hand tightly. “No. I wish we’d never come here.”

“It wouldn’t have mattered,” her mother said.

“What’s going on?”

“You tell her.” Her mother shut the door. It hissed closed with a

soft click.

Her father forced a smile that did nothing to quell the worry

circling her stomach.

Nyssa bit her tongue and waited for him to explain. She’d count to

three and then explode if he stayed quiet. One…two…

“We’ve decided that you are to marry Sandford Riel.”

Nyssa blinked.

“He decided,” her mother snapped.

Her father shook his head. “It doesn’t matter who decided. It’s a

good strategic match for you.”

“I don’t need a match.” She let go of her father’s hand, but he held

on. “You’re still young and I’m only seventy-five. I don’t want a
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husband.” She didn’t know what she wanted, only what she didn’t

want, and Riel was at the top of that list. “Is Leofric in some kind of

trouble?”

Her father ran Leofric, and she kind of observed and read the

report once a year. Actually she did as little as possible. She’d be more

than happy to leave the running of Leofric to Elsie.

Which left her at loose ends. She needed to find something to do

with herself. But she didn’t know what and she’d never been given the

chance to find out.

“Leofric is fine and will continue to be fine if you marry him,” her

mother said, taking Nyssa’s other hand. “You’ve never lived outside

the compound. You don’t know what it’s like out there. Marrying

Sandford won’t be bad. Joining the businesses together is a good

move.” Her words were too fast, as if she was trying to convince

herself the marriage was a good idea.

Her parents were serious about this marriage. Completely serious.

They intended for her to marry Riel. Not only was he an arms dealer

but he had a reputation among her friends and none of them would

get within ten meters of him. Now she had to marry him.

Nyssa stepped back. There was no air in here. It had escaped

into the vac and left her gasping. “I’m not chattel for you to hand

over.”

“We’re not handing you over. We’re asking you to do your part.

You were raised to form a good union. This is it.”

“No, it’s not. He’s an arms dealer. We make medical bots,” Nyssa

hissed.

What was she missing? Why did they want this for the company,

for her?

Her father stood. “This will protect Leofric.”

“But damn me.” She’d be destroyed. She didn’t want to be his wife;

she didn’t even want to be on the same ship as him. The same planet.

If she could escape the Salty Way, she would. Anything to be free of

this obligation. What had Riel threatened her parents with? “I won’t

do it.”

“Riel is a businessman, not a criminal. This is a strategic match and
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will be very beneficial to both families,” her father said as though the

words had been carefully rehearsed.

Her mind whirred with a hundred different ideas, everything from

fleeing to going into hiding to blowing up this ship with Sandford on

it—her favorite solution but there were far too many innocent people

on board. “You don’t need to marry me off to merge the businesses.

Mom? You married for love.” She’d been a scientist working for

Leofric before bumping into Nyssa’s father. The rest was a courtship

that was straight out of a fairytale.

“I was a no one. You are a princess. You’re expected to marry well.

Sandford made it one of the clauses.”

“I thought I’d have a say in who I married.” Her parents must have

made the arrangement before they’d left Sendat for this party. They’d

probably known for weeks.

“This is just a business deal, Nyssa.” Her father reached for her

hand. Nyssa drew away like his touch was poison.

“I’m not a freaking business asset.” She stamped her foot, the metal

heel of her shoes ringing on the metal floor.

“All noble children are assets to strengthen the family fortunes. I’m

sorry.” Her mother looked away.

How dare they act like this was for her own good. “How long do I

have?”

“This is the engagement party. He wants to announce it tonight.”

“Tonight? You’ve known for how long and didn’t breathe a word?

Didn’t warn me?” She wouldn’t have come. “This is…this is…” she

snarled and crossed the room. Anger heated her blood, but her gut

was cold. “This can’t go ahead.”

This wasn’t her life. No iteration of her future that she’d ever

imagined had ended with her marrying Riel. Why him? “If you’re

determined to use me, why not marry me off to one of the Kohl

brothers?”

The Kohls were their biggest nanobot competitor. While she’d

never met any of the sons, they ranged in age from fifty to one

hundred and fifty. One of them would be suitable.
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“The deal has been made, Nyssa. Your agreement is a formality,”

her father said.

She leveled her gaze at him. “My agreement is everything. I will

not sign the papers.”

“You will, or Leofric will be ruined. Please see reason.” Her mother

smiled.

Nyssa shook her head. There was no reason to see.

The door behind her opened. “Is my fiancée ready?”

Nyssa turned. Sandford was the kind of man who could’ve been

attractive if he hadn’t used his wealth to make others small. It would

take only moments to erase the smugness from his face with her fist,

but forever to erase the attitude that he could have whatever he

wanted. Riel was the reason Florence took her bodyguard to every

party and Nyssa had begged her parents for an instructor to teach her

to fight.

Gossip travelled and she was sure no princess would willingly

marry him, so he’d bribed her family. Whatever he’d threatened her

parents with, she’d find out. She’d bring him to his knees and make

sure he regretting fucking with her family. Her gaze slowly traveled

over him and found every millimeter of him lacking. He was a slug in

man’s skin.

No, a slug had more integrity.

“Fiancée? You haven’t even proposed.” He’d taken, purchased,

forced, which was much more his style.

“You want me on bended knee?” Riel lifted an eyebrow.

Then she’d be able to kick him in the head without ripping her

dress. She allowed herself a narrow smile. “Yes. I want a ring. If you’d

thought this through, you’d have given me a chance to tell my friends

we were dating to make this look real.”

“No one cares about such trivial matters.”

“I care.” She also wanted time to find a way out.

“I don’t.” He walked over to the desk and pulled a box out of a

drawer. “There’s your ring. Put it on. Then we’ll go and be the happy

couple.” He put the box in her hand and leaned in. “And if you screw
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this up, it will be your parents who suffer. Without nanobots, the

aging process can be brutal.”

Nyssa flicked open the box, but the immense black diamond failed

to impress. Tonight she’d much rather shove it down his throat and

watch him choke. She briefly considered it, but if she failed to kill

him, he’d make sure she didn’t get another chance. She had to be

smart, so she forced the ring on. It was a little tight, scraping over her

knuckle and pinching her finger. “It doesn’t fit well.”

“So have it resized before the wedding.”

“And when will that be?” How long did she have?

“Three weeks.”

“You arranged the wedding without knowing if I’d agree.” She

glared at her parents, but neither of them looked at her. Had they told

him she’d do it before asking her, or had none of these three people

even cared about her input?

“No, but it will be arranged in three weeks.”

“I’m not sure I can be ready in three weeks.”

“You will be.” He took her hand and led her out of the study.

Her stomach churned. Perhaps she could throw up on his shoes?

Why hadn’t she fled the party with Simon? She could be in a closet

somewhere enjoying his tongue in her panties. Her lips remained

fixed in something closer to a grimace than a smile. This wasn’t an

engagement party; Riel just wanted to flaunt his latest acquisition.

The question was—what exactly had Riel purchased? Because she

suspected it was a lot more than a wife.

Her parents looked terrified. For her or for themselves?

She didn’t have time to figure it out. If they cared about her, they’d

have spoken to her when this mess had started.

The noise of the party reached her before the doors opened.

How could she go in there and do this? She tried to tug her hand

free, and when that failed, she lifted Sandford’s little finger, pulling it

back so he was forced to release her.

“Ow, what is wrong with you?” he snarled.

“Me? You’re announcing an engagement to a woman you don’t

even know.”
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He shrugged. “It’s business. People like us don’t marry for love.

That’s what affairs are for. We marry to secure the future. You are part

of mine.” He smiled. “You wouldn’t want Leofric to fail.”

She should shrug the way he did and say that she didn’t care. So

what if he ruined their business? They wouldn’t lose everything. They

had ample wealth. There’d just be less of it. People lived on the wages

they paid them, so they too could survive on less. It was theoretical in

her mind, but it obviously could be done.

But if her parents were scared, should she be?

What did Riel have on them or the company? She needed to find

out to break his hold so she could escape.

She pasted on her best silly princess smile. “Why would Leofric

fail?”

“That doesn’t matter. The business won’t be any of your concern.

All you have to do is what you’re told.” He offered his arm. “Ready?”

No. She wanted more than the world Sandford offered. She

wouldn’t want the galaxy if he handed it to her on a plate. For the

moment she was going to have to accept his arm with a smile.

She had three weeks to escape her own wedding and save the

family business.
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